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SELF-DEFENSE AS 

What does it mean to teach using a radically di�erent and 
radicalized self-defense pedagogy? What does it mean to 
create an inclusive, unarmed self-defense space for people 
with marginalized identities? 

I had not thoroughly fathomed these questions until I 
enrolled in the American Culture PhD program. With 15 
years of martial arts experience and a handful of years 
teaching self-defense to Muslims, I spent hours being 
immersed in the ideals of safety and community. But I had 
yet to learn how to apply my research on martial practice 
within the Black Power Movement to my own classes. �e 
collision of my own pedagogy and research that occurred 
while pursuing my degree has created an applied praxis that 
has allowed me to serve more e�ectively as the Chief 

Self-Defense Instructor for Malikah, formerly the 
International Muslim Women’s Initiative for 
Self-Empowerment (IM WISE).

Taking “Introduction to Latino Studies” with Professor 
Colin Gunckel my �rst year allowed me to read texts on 
ethnography and space and place studies alongside the 
histories of Black and Brown peoples in the 20th century 
US. For my �nal project, I did a participatory, performance 
ethnography with my classmates where I led a self-defense 
class attentive to how intentional space building and design 
coupled with non-normalizing language makes participants 
feel empowered. I hung up pictures of women of color activ-
ists and martial artists and taught only techniques that were 
the most universally learnable. 

SELF-DEFENSE AS
PRAXIS

LIFE
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Dear alumni, students, faculty and friends of the 
Department of American Culture:

I am delighted to report on exciting developments in 
the department in my second year as Chair. 

First, this fall we welcomed new faculty members, 
including associate professor Su’ad Abdul Khabeer, 
assistant professors Bethany Hughes and Ian Shin (joint 
with History), as well as Nancy Khalil and Jessica Walker, 
who will be Collegiate Fellows for two years and then 
transition into tenure-track positions. �ese new 
colleagues bring breadth and depth to the department as 
a whole, to Arab and Muslim American Studies, Native 
American Studies, Asian/Paci�c Islander American 
Studies, and will help us develop in the areas of religious 
studies, food studies and performance studies. 

Second, our faculty continue to be recognized for our 
innovative teaching and creative uses of technology in the 
classroom. Earlier this year, Jesse Ho�nung-Garskof was 
one of �ve faculty members to win the university-wide 
Provost’s Teaching Innovation Prize. In a related vein, he 
recently was pro�led in the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching’s newsletter for implementing project-based 
learning in his course on Immigration Law.  Students describe his classroom as “rousing and dynamic,” and full of 
“memorable and relevant activities.” Many other AC faculty are innovating in the classrooms, where students engage 
in musical and dance performances, use the gamei�ed grading system called GradeCraft, and work in pairs and groups 
on projects. 

�ird, the high caliber of AC’s research is re�ected by the many awards received by our faculty and graduate students 
over the past year. Maria Cotera won a fellowship from the American Council of Learned Societies, William 
Calvo-Quirós is in residence at the School for Advanced Research in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and I was awarded a 
National Institutes of Health grant to expand the work of the Sterilization and Social Justice Lab. Our faculty also have 
been awarded coveted fellowships and grants on campus. Charlotte Albrecht and Ava Purkiss are faculty fellows at the 
Institute for the Humanities, and they are joined by graduate student Jallicia Jolly. Our faculty also have received 
Michigan Humanities Awards and a range of smaller grants for research and teaching. �e same holds for our graduate 
students; for example, recent Ph.D. Joo Young Lee is a postdoctoral fellow at the National Center for Institutional 
Diversity this year. By the time this newsletter goes to press, undoubtedly someone else in our community will have 
received a new award or honor. 

Our faculty remain on the frontlines of teaching about race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, disability and power at a 
challenging moment in American society. Our work and voices are more important than ever, and as Chair I hope that 
I can help to cultivate an environment in which we can think dynamically and collectively about contemporary 
dynamics of oppression and resistance in a broadly conceived America. •

LETTER FROM 
THE CHAIR
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Translating Scholarship into 

Scholar Activism

My inspiration for this exercise was pictures of martial 
arts classes from the Black Power Movement, where 
instructors intentionally hung pictures of Black folks 
and used symbols they thought would encourage Black 
pride and boost self-esteem, such as Pan-African sym-
bology. I worded my directions by heeding the advice of 
radical queer feminists whose voices come alive in the 
anthology, �is Bridge Called My Back: Writings by 
Radical Women of Color, as well as the testimonials of 
1960s Black martial arts instructors who I had inter-
viewed in oral histories. My takeaways from this exercise 
made me a keener self-defense instructor as I learned 
that my doctoral research could inform an applied, 
self-defense pedagogy. 

During my second year and third years, I began teach-
ing more self-defense classes and joined Malikah to 
teach more Muslim women. Using my martial arts expe-
rience and redeveloped praxis, I taught Muslim women 
from ages 7-60 how to ward o� hate crime attacks such 
as punches to the face and scarf grabs. As motivated by 
my oral histories, I brought my identity into the class-
room and drew on anecdotes that are familiar to a broad 
range of Muslim women across racial and national 
boundaries (a continuously audacious task!). I taught 
techniques that would prevent Muslim women who 
cover their hair from being choked if someone grabbed 
their scarf. 

In late 2016, as Muslims faced hate crimes after 
attacks in Brussels, videos circulated of a Muslim 
woman teaching self-defense moves that a non-Muslim, 
non-woman instructor had shown her. However, 
because those moves had come from a martial artist who 

did not have the lived experience of being a “hijabi,” the 
techniques did not account for the nuances of how some 
Muslim women dress. In response, Malikah developed 
the self-defense starter kit to provide access to the moves 
we teach in our classes: https://selfdefensestarter-
kit.com/. We chose the language on each video purpose-
fully so that anyone targeted by hate crimes, whether 
because of islamophobia, xenophobia, anti-blackness, 
homophobia, etc., 
could �nd utility in 
the moves.

So much of the 
language I used was 
in�uenced by the 
readings I had done 
for my preliminary 
exams with Profes-
sors Matthew Coun-
tryman, Victor Men-
doza, and Brandi 
Hughes and from 
language I learned in 
radical queer and 
Movement for Black 
Lives spaces. In one 
video, I explain how 
to strike "universally 
weak points on all 
body types [that] will 
work no matter what 
your body type is.” I 
also a�rm that 
people should “use 
whatever your heart 
and will allow you to 
use” to get out of the 
situation safely. �is 
type of approach 
seeks to eliminate issues such as body and victim sham-
ing. 

Our scarf grab video alone reached half a million 
people through Facebook. Since the video’s release, 
Malikah has taught self-defense in person in cities all 
across the USA from Dallas to Boston, reaching over--

250 women. As the Chief Instructor, I train 
our instructors using a model of community 
self-defense. �ough our trainers do not 
have the same martial arts experience, I 
show them safe and accessible techniques 
that they can e�ectively share with the 
people who attend our free classes. �e hope 
is that through this model, each class partici-
pant will share the techniques they have 
learned with others so that communities can 
reach a basic level of self-su�ciency.

My work inside has been irrevocably 
changed during my degree. My dissertation, 
“Built with Empty Fists: �e Rise and 
Circulation of Black Liberation Martial 
Artistry during the Cold War,” has become a 
living document. My research has taught me 
that radical martial arts spaces alter people’s 
perceptions of both their physical and spiri-
tual strength. Activists in organizations from 
the Congress of African People (CAP) to the 
Black Panther Party recognized this bene�t. 
As the daughter of people who learned mar-
tial arts in the 1970s and participated in 
Black Freedom Struggles, it has been noth-
ing short of humbling and profound not 
only to document the importance of 
unarmed self-defense practice through my 
research but also to teach it. •

“I TAUGHT MUSLIM WOMEN FROM 
AGES 7-60 HOW TO WARD OFF HATE 
CRIME ATTACKS SUCH AS PUNCHES 
TO THE FACE AND SCARF GRABS.”

COVER OF STORY, LEFT, AND ABOVE PHOTOS OWNED BY: MALIKAH
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Re�ections

Change
on a year of

Learning and
BY: MARIA COTERA

COVER: PAU NAVA, DOCTORAL STUDENT, 
WORKING AT THE BENTLEY HISTORICAL LIBRARY 
PHOTOGRAPH BY: DANIEL LOPEZ
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which students presented the rich discoveries they 
have made as part of my Winter term class, 
Presente: Excavating U of M’s Latinx History. 
Tasked with writing the history of Latina/os at 
Michigan, students in the class did primary 
research at the Bentley Historical Library and 
completed research projects focused on a range of 
topics, from early Latin American student clubs, 
to Latina/os in sports, to the rise of Chicana/o and 
Latina/o student movements on campus in the 
1960s and 1970s.

Students uncovered a rich tapestry of history 
where there had been a gaping hole, and shared 
that history with the broader community through 
a year-end public presentation sponsored by the 
Latino Studies Program and a class website, 
Presente! Latinx Histories at UM. In the process, 
they came to see themselves in the history of 
Michigan and to understand that they truly 
belong here. I don’t think I have ever been 

prouder as a teacher, or as the Director of the 
Latina/o Studies program, than I was listening to 
the incredible stories they shared about the 
history of Latina/os at Michigan. Re�ecting on 
this event, and on the highs and lows that 
preceded it, I am struck once again by how 
important it is to envision a space of learning that 
is as committed to rigorous inquiry as it is to 
building community. Make no mistake, this year 
was HARD, but it was also a testament to what 
can be accomplished when we understand our 
past and come together as a community to work 
for a better future. While I look forward to 
building on these relationships over the next few 
years, this coming academic year (2018-2019) I 
will be handing the reins over to Dr. Lawrence La 
Fountain-Stokes, who will be directing the 
program while I work on my book. I am sure that 
he will be a wonderful leader for our program, 
and our community! •

I started my �rst year as Director of the Lati-
na/o Studies Program with lots of big plans. My 
primary goals were to continue the great work 
initiated by my predecessors to overhaul our 
Major and Minor and better serve our students, 
and to increase our visibility among the growing 
number Latina/o students attending the Univer-
sity of Michigan. I had plenty of ideas for achiev-
ing these goals, however, as so often happens, 
events on the ground radically transformed my 
carefully planned agenda. Indeed, while we were 
able to accomplish many of the goals I laid out at 
the start of the year, we had to do so in the face of 
many unanticipated challenges to our communi-

ty. Let me explain: before the semester even start-
ed, Latina/o Studies faculty participated in an 
orientation event sponsored by a student organi-
zation, Assisting Latina/os to Maximize Achieve-
ment (ALMA). In participating in this orienta-
tion event, we hoped to connect with incoming 
students and spread the word about our classes. 
Unfortunately, the last days of the ALMA orien-
tation program were marred by a hateful message 
painted on the storied “Rock” on the corner of 
Washtenaw Avenue and Hill St. While we were 
certainly distressed by this message seemingly 
directed at Latina/o freshmen (and indeed, ALL 
Latina/o students, faculty and sta�), we used it as 

an opportunity to raise awareness about the 
needs of our community. A group of com-
mitted undergraduate students rallied the 
Latina/o community in the wake of this 
unfortunate event, and came up with an 
ambitious agenda for creating a more equi-
table and inclusive campus climate.

Working together, we organized 
meetings with faculty, students, and 
administrators to address the long-standing 
issues that have made some in our 
community feel marginalized within the 
University. �ese e�orts produced a 
roadmap for structural change at the 
University of Michigan that I hope will 
take us to a place where everyone can feel 
that they can play an instrumental role in 
the future of the UM community. In 
conjunction with these e�orts, the Latina/o 
Studies Program organized a series of 
events commemorating Latina/o history on 
campus. Our capstone event was a panel 
focused on the 150 year history of 
Latina/os at the University of Michigan, in

ABOVE: THE ASSISTING LATINOS TO MAXIMIZE 
ACHIEVEMENT (ALMA), A GROUP THAT 
RECRUITS AND SUPPORTS LATINO STUDENTS 
AT THE UNIVERSITY, RESPONDED TO HATEFUL 
MESSAGES BY REPAINTING THE ROCK. 
(PHOTO: ALMA)UM LATINX DEMANDS DOCUMENT, LA CASA

BELOW: GRAFFITI ON THE ROCK, 
FROM RICHARD NUNN FACEBOOK 
POST
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Asian/Pacific Islander 
American Studies

�is past year was one of learning and planning 
for A/PIA Studies. Learning in the sense that I as 
the new Director of the program and new to 
American Culture faced a steep learning curve. An 
incline that I am beginning to master with generous 
help from the A/PIA Studies faculty and students as 
well as many other American Culture faculty and 
the invaluable assistance of the American Culture 
sta�. And planning in the sense that this year was 
devoted to organizing several new initiatives/events 
for next year, 2018/2019. 

Last year, however, was not all about planning for 
2018-2019. Roland Hwang organized a public 
showing of the documentary previously seen in 
PBS: Frontline “Abacus: Small Enough to Jail” as 
part of his course “Asian/Paci�c Islander American 
in Civil Rights Movement” (ASIANPAM 301). �e 
�lm documents the trial and exoneration of the 
executive o�cers of Abacus, a small bank in 
Chinatown, NYC that served the Chinese and 
Chinese American residents that was the only bank 
prosecuted for misdeeds associated with the 2008 
�nancial crisis. �e title is a reference to the “too big 
to fail” attitude a�orded towards the big Wall Street 
banks. None of which were prosecuted. �e �lm 
was followed by a Skype panel interview and 
discussion with two of the executive o�cers of the 
Abacus bank and the lawyer who represented them. 

“ABACUS, A SMALL BANK IN 
CHINATOWN, NYC...WAS THE 
ONLY BANK PROSECUTED 
FOR MISDEEDS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE 2008 FINANCIAL 
CRISIS.”

We also organized a pubic 
showing of the award winning 
documentary “And �en �ey 
Came for Us” during the Winter 
Semester. �is is a poignant �lm 
depicting the incarceration of 
Americans of Japanese descent 
during WWII and the racism that 
lead to it. �e �lm was preceded by 
introductory remarks by Professors 
Donna Nagata of Psychology and 
Matthew Sti�er of American 
Culture who commented on the 
political and racist atmosphere that 
led to one of the worst violations of 
constitutional rights in American 
history and how similar forces are 
impacting Arab and Muslim 
Americans today. 

A/PIA Studies and American 
Culture along with the 
Department of Film, Television, 
and Media welcomed Melissa 
Phruksachart (New York 
University, Ph.D.) as a Literature, 
Science and Arts Collegiate 
Postdoctoral Fellow who started in 
September 2018. Dr. Phruksachart 
studies how Asians are portrayed in 
TV and cinema. As a postdoctoral 
fellow she is appointed in Film, 
Television, and Media, but Melissa 
has deep interests in A/PIA Studies. 
We hope to develop this 
collaboration in the future.

WEBCAM WITH THE 
PANEL AT “ABACUS” 
SCREENING
PHOTOS BY: KATELYNN KLEMM
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Finally, a bit about what is 
new. We and Arab and Muslim 
American Studies established a 
course that is being taught in 
Fall Semester 2018 that 
combines community action in 
the form of internships and 
classroom study. �e new course 
is designed for students to gain a 
basic understanding of the 
operational details of 
Asian/Paci�c Islander American 
and Arab/Muslim American 
community-based organizations 
and an appreciation for the 
importance of grass roots service 
organizations as they impact 
these communities. 

We also organized an event 
that involved a talk and concert 
by the Asian American Indie 
group, the Slants, which took 
place at the start of the Fall 
Semester 2018. �e Slants write 
and perform songs depicting the 
Asian American experience and 
received signi�cant media 
coverage for their Supreme 
Court case in which they won 
the right to trademark their 
name in summer of 2017. �is 
talk/concert was followed a 
couple of weeks later by a panel 
discussion for students to 

explore the complex and 
contentious issues related to the 
commercial use of derogatory 
terms, the impact of such 
commercial terms on targeted 
groups and how targeted groups 
are reclaiming such terms to 
have positive values. For these 
events we partnered with 
WeListen, a grass-roots student 
group that runs a series of events 
that promotes civil discussion of 
controversial issue at the UM. •

MATTHEW STIFFLER 
GIVING INTRO FOR 
“AND THEN THEY 
CAME FOR US” EVENT
PHOTO BY: KATELYNN KLEMM

POSTER FOR ABACUS SCREENING 
BY: KATELYNN KLEMM
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DIGITAL 
STUDIES

By Lisa Nakamura

American Culture is increasingly 
digital culture. �e growth of the Digital 
Studies program has been a remarkable 
achievement. During only its second 
year of existence, more than 100 
undergraduates from all over campus 
declared a Digital Studies minor. 
Numbers continue to be healthy: 72 
declared minors in 2018 (40 of whom 
graduated). �is makes DS the largest 
minor in the department. �e two large 
lecture classes designed and taught by 
AC/DS faculty, Digital Cultures and 
Race, Gender, Sexuality and US Culture 
in Video Games, regularly enroll more 
than 200 students, contributing 
fundamentally to our department’s 
overall enrollment numbers and 
providing essential teaching 
opportunities for our graduate students. 
Our faculty and graduate students have 
produced cutting edge research and 
pedagogy, raising the national pro�le of 
our institution as a leader in this 
emerging �eld.

How does Digital Studies �t within the 
Michigan Model of American Studies? 
In some obvious ways, very well. Digital 
Studies is an emergent area of 
scholarship that critically examines the 
meanings, uses, and implications of 
computing and other digital activities for 
culture and everyday life with particular 
emphasis on race, gender, and identity.PANEL OF FACULTY AND GRADUATE 

STUDENTS FROM WINTER 2018 
DIGITAL STUDIES SYMPOSIUM
PHOTOS BY: KATELYNN KLEMM13 | | 14



Four of six DS faculty members in AC are also 
members of Ethnic Studies units: Manan Desai 
and Lisa Nakamura, its coordinator, are also 
Asian Paci�c Islander Studies faculty, and Alex 
Stern and Maria Cotera are in Latinx Studies. 
DS courses explore questions of race, ethnicity, 
gender, sexuality, and capitalism in ways that are 
compatible with, and expand in important 
ways, the theories and methods that American 
Studies and Ethnic Studies scholars have 
developed for investigating other forms of 
popular culture.

�e Digital Studies Program bene�ts from the 
research and teaching of a large roster of Faculty 
Associates within LSA and in other 
schools/colleges across the University. D.S. has 
42 a�liate faculty across four colleges, including 
6 AC DS faculty (Cheney-Lippold, Fisher, 
Cotera, Stern, Nakamura, Desai).    

�e growth of DS, like the Ethnic Studies 
programs in earlier decades, has only been 
possible because of the resources dedicated by 
the Department as a whole.  Greg Dowd, chair 
of AC in 2012, sponsored and co-wrote the 
Digital Studies proposal for an undergraduate 
minor; he and Anthony Mora, the associate 
chair at the time, attended LSA curriculum 
meetings, answered queries, and polished the 
document. American Culture sta�, faculty, 
lecturers, and chairs/associate chairs provide all 
of the student support and advising, as well as 
program planning, hosting, and grants 
administration and program funding 
management.  

�e growth 
of Digital 
Studies is 
therefore a 
testament to 
the intellectual 
d y n a m i s m , 
creativity, and 
adaptability of 
A m e r i c a n 
Culture.  

In 2020 DS 
will o�er its 
�rst 2-week Digital Studies Summer Institute to 
train visiting doctoral students and faculty. �is 
Summer Institute will be the �rst of its kind: 
like Digital Studies as a whole, it will center 
race, gender, and identity in relation to the 
digital, and will thus attract many scholars in 
American Studies, ethnic studies, Science and 
Technology Studies, and digital media studies.  

We anticipate that this will re-de�ne U of M’s 
department of American Culture as the 
pre-eminent department in the country that 
trains humanists and critical social scientists in 
digital methods and theory. American Culture 
faculty who teach in Digital Studies will train a 
cohort of doctoral students in digital culture, 
making it the only such department in the 
country with this focus. •

“THE GROWTH OF DIGITAL STUDIES 
IS THEREFORE A TESTAMENT TO 
THE INTELLECTUAL DYNAMISM, 
CREATIVITY, AND ADAPTABILITY OF 
AMERICAN CULTURE.”

LEFT: NAOMI 
SILVER AND ALIX 
KEENER LEAD 
BREAKOUT 
SESSION AT 
DIGITAL STUDIES 
WINTER 2018 
CONFERENCE
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NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES
BY: JOSEPH GONE

Native American Studies was proud this past 
March to sponsor the 3rd Annual Robert F. 
Berkhofer, Jr., Lecture on Native American 
Studies. �e Berkhofer Lecture series (named for 
a former U-M professor and founder of the �eld 
of Native American Studies) was established in 
2014 by an alumni gift from the Dan and 
Carmen Brenner family of Seattle, Washington. 
In close consultation with the Brenners, Native 
American Studies decided to create a public 
lecture series featuring prominent, marquee 
speakers who would draw audiences from 
di�erent communities (faculty and students, 
Ann Arbor and Detroit, and Michigan tribal 
communities, as well as writers and readers of all 

persuasions). Native American students at U-M 
have consistently expressed their desire to make 
Native Americans more visible both on campus 
and o�, and we believe that this lecture series 
takes a meaningful step in that direction. 
Additionally, because of the statewide publicity it 
generates, we think it is already becoming 
another recruitment incentive for Native 
American students. It goes without saying that 
the speakers we have featured provide 
tremendous value to the mission and work of 
Native American Studies at U-M.

 �e �rst two Berkhofer Lecturers were N. 
Scott Momaday in 2016 and Joy Harjo in 2017. 
Momaday (Kiowa), whose novel House Made of 

LEFT: GERALD 
VIZENOR 
DURING 
LECTURE
RIGHT: JOE 
GONE GIVING 
LECTURE INTRO

PHOTOGRAPHS 
BY: SCOTT 
SODERBERG
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Dawn won the 1969 Pulitzer Prize for 
Fiction, is widely acknowledged as 
inaugurating the Native American 
Renaissance in literature. Harjo (Mvskoke 
Creek) has left an indelible imprint on 
several academic and creative �elds: poetry, 
music, drama, Native American studies, 
women’s studies, and creative non�ction. 
For 2018, NAS hosted another major �gure 
from the Native American Renaissance, 
Gerald Vizenor.

Gerald Vizenor is Professor Emeritus of 
American Studies at the University of 
California, Berkeley. He is a citizen of the 
White Earth Nation in Minnesota, and has 
published more than thirty books, novels, 
critical literary and cultural studies, and 
poetry. Blue Ravens, a historical novel, and 
Treaty Shirts are his most recent 
publications. Vizenor has received many 
awards including the American Book Award 
for Griever: An American Monkey King in 
China, the Western Literature Association 
Distinguished Achievement Award, and the 
Lifetime Literary Achievement Award from 
the Native Writer’s Circle of the Americas. 
Prior to his long career as an intellectual and 
academic, he enlisted in the U.S. Armed 
Forces, during which he was stationed in 
Japan; directed the American Indian 
Employment and Guidance Center in 
Minneapolis; and served as a journalist for 
the Minneapolis Tribune, where he reported 
critically on the activities of the American 
Indian Movement.

During his evening lecture in the apse at 
the U-M Museum of Art, Vizenor deployed 

his searing analysis, piercing wit, and ironic 
sensibility to assess the current state of purported 
scholarly knowledge about Native American 
communities. Anthropologists came in for some 
gentle lampooning, as did members of the 
American Indian Movement for their conduct at 
Pine Ridge (as witnessed �rst-hand by Vizenor) 
immediately prior to Wounded Knee II in the 
1970s.

In addition to delivering this year’s Berkhofer 
Lecture, Vizenor attended two receptions (one for 
the public, the other for invited guests including 
NAS students, faculty, and community 
members). He was also interviewed by host T 
Hetzel on Ann Arbor’s Living Writers radio 
program and podcast. Finally, he attended a 

staged reading of his play, Bear Island, that was 
produced by Prof. Martin Walsh in the 
Residential College.

 NAS remains grateful to the Brenner 
family for their generous support of the Berkhofer 
lecture series. We are already hard at work in 
preparing for next year’s event. •

“...VIZENOR DEPLOYED HIS SEARING 
ANALYSIS, PIERCING WIT, AND IRONIC 
SENSIBILITY TO ASSESS THE CURRENT 
STATE OF PURPORTED SCHOLARLY 
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT NATIVE AMERICAN 
COMMUNITIES.”

LEFT &BELOW: VIZENOR AT THE BOOK 
SIGNING AFTER HIS LECTURE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY: SCOTT SODERBERG
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�e Islamophobia Working 
Group (IWG) was 
assembled in January 2016 
to address the national 
crisis of Islamophobia and 
its impact on our campus 
community. We are a 
group of faculty, sta�, 
and students who 
strategize on how to 
create a safe and more 
inclusive campus environment for those 
who are targeted by anti-Arab and 
anti-Muslim sentiments. 

One of the key issues that emerged in our 
work is the importance of creating a Middle 
Eastern/North African (ME/NA) identity 
check box on university forms to facilitate 
collecting data on this group and meeting 
its members’ needs. Students (and also 
faculty and sta�) of Middle Eastern and 
North African descent, constrained by 
census categories, are expected to check the 
white identity box. However, many people 
of ME/NA descent do not identify with or 
have the lived experiences of being white in 
the U.S., especially in a post-9/11 
environment of anti-Arab and anti-Muslim 
sentiments. Students have reported that the 
lack of an identity box on campus 
perpetuates the marginalization of Middle 
Eastern and North African students and 
makes it di�cult to include them in 
diversity initiatives. Including a ME/NA 
category on o�cial University documents 
would enable tracking academic disparities 
(drop-out rates, recruitment, etc.), bias 
incident reporting, and identifying trends in 
hiring faculty, sta� and the administration.

The IWG Advocates for a ME/NA 
Box on University Documents

Arab and Muslim American Studies

By Evelyn Alsultany and Jad Elharake

ABOVE, LEFT, AND 
FOLLOWING PAGE: 
JAD ELHARAKE, 
NADINE JAWAD, VICE 
PRESIDENT OF 
CENTRAL STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT, AND 
FELLOW IWG 
STUDENTS AT LAST 
IWG EVENT OF 
WINTER 2018 
SEMESTER

“GIVEN THAT THE STATE OF 
MICHIGAN CONTAINS THE LARGEST 
CONCENTRATION OF ME/NA 
INDIVIDUALS OUTSIDE OF THE 
MIDDLE EAST, THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MICHIGAN HAS A UNIQUE REGIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY TO IMPLEMENT THE 
ME/NA IDENTITY CATEGORY.”21 | | 22



Arab American civil rights groups have been 
lobbying for a Census category since the 1990s. 
Over the past few years, the O�ce of Management 
and Budget (OMB) that oversees the Census has 
been testing the possibility of implementing a 
ME/NA category for the 2020 census. At the 
forefront of this initiative is �e Arab American 
Institute, a non-pro�t organization that encourages 
Arab American political participation. �ey have 
proposed de�ning the ME/NA category to include 
the 22 Arab nations that are part of the Arab 
League - Algeria, Bahrain, Comoros, Djibouti, 
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, 
Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, 
United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. In addition, it 
would include non-Arab ME/NA States - Turkey, 
Iran, and Israel; and trans-national/minority 
communities, for example, Chaldeans, Kurds, 
Berbers, and Copts. Students on this campus have 
proposed that we adopt this same de�nition, and 
that we add Armenians and Circassians in order to 
make the category as inclusive as possible. 
Unfortunately, the OMB announced in March 
2018 that it would not be including a MENA 
category in the 2020 census. Wayne State 
University, the University of California, and the 
University of Southern California have already 
begun collecting data on this community. Students 
at Brown University and other campuses across the 
nation are seeking to add a box. Given that the state 
of Michigan contains the largest concentration of 
ME/NA individuals outside of the Middle East, the 
University of Michigan has a unique regional 
responsibility to implement the ME/NA identity 
category.

At the University of Michigan, the ME/NA box 
initiative involves all three campuses – Ann Arbor, 
Dearborn, and Flint. Students initiated a campaign 
to spread awareness of the initiative called 
#WeExist, which highlights how the lack of an 
identity category makes this population invisible 
even as it is hyper visible in discourses on national 
security. Students at all three campuses have 
worked to pass resolutions in various student 
governments (e.g. Central Student Government, 
LSA Student Government, Rackham Student 
Government, Engineering Student Government) 
in support of adding this box to university 

application forms. In addition, Vice President of 
Central Student Government, Nadine Jawad, 
presented the ME/NA box at the annual 
Association of Big Ten Students winter 2018 
conference at Michigan State University. �e body 
unanimously passed a resolution to include a 
Middle Eastern/North African checkbox on all 
university documentation, including applications 
and registrations. �ere has also been widespread 
support from faculty and sta�. 

We have had meetings with UM-Ann Arbor 
President Mark Schlissel, Provost Martin Philbert, 
Vice Provost for Enrollment Management Kedra 
Ishop, Vice President for Student Life Royster 
Harper, Vice Provost for O�ce of Diversity, 
Equity, & Inclusion Robert Sellers, and members 
of the general counsel (including Maya Kobersy 
and Christine Gerdes) to advocate for a Middle 
Eastern/North African (ME/NA) category on 
university documents. We also presented the issue 
to the Regents. As a result, the university has agreed 
to implement the ME/NA box. �ere is widespread 
support for the ME/NA box and we will continue 
to work with the administration towards 
implementation. •
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW 
AMERCIAN CULTURE FACULTY

BETHANY HUGHES

Bethany Hughes is a cultural historian and performance scholar working on popular theatrical 
performance, contemporary Native American cultural production, and federal Indian law. Her 
research analyzes racial representation in American culture, the performance of federal Indian law, 
musical theatre, and how economic and organizational structures shape cultural production. 

In addition to her training as a theatre historian, Hughes’ research draws on her practical 
experience in non-pro�t theatre, both on stage and in development. She is driven by a 
commitment to the ethical and material implications of research and production in the lives of 
those who create, participate, and consume. Across her work, she considers performance as 
product, process, and prediction.
 
Hughes’ current book project, You Don’t Hold Your Tomahawk Right: Authenticity, Authority, and 
Native American Representation in American �eatre, explores cornerstone American theatre 
performances of the Indian, investigating the justi�cations key players deploy to de�ne 
representations of Native Americans as “authentic.” By focusing on the early nineteenth century 
through the twentieth century, the book traces the ways in which speci�c cultural forces shaped, 
modi�ed, and codi�ed the Indian in American popular theatre. As Hughes argues, claims to 
authenticity, sympathy, or honor accompanied these iconic performances of, in her terminology, 
the “Stage Indian.” By exposing the methods that rationalized the Stage Indian, the book reveals a 
cultural framework and ethical crisis in the United States that impacted—and impacts—the lives 
and identities of both Native Americans and non-Native Americans.
 
Hughes will teach Introduction to Native American Studies as well as courses on contemporary 
Native American cultural production, race and the Broadway musical, and the shifting de�nition 
of American in American theatre. Her pedagogy is invested in converting knowledge into wisdom, 
connecting critical analysis with material implications, and teaching as partnership. 

I am excited to join the University of Michigan as an assistant professor of American Culture and 
History. U-M feels in some sense like a homecoming: several members of my family attended 
Michigan, and my husband Peter’s grandparents met here 6 decades ago.

I am a social and cultural historian of the United States. My research and teaching focus on Asian 
American history and on the history of the U.S. in the world between 1850 and 1950. I come to 
this work as a �rst-generation American who was born in Hong Kong, grew up in California, and 
spent the past decade and half on the East Coast. My work is guided not only by my training in 
historical methods, but also by my dedication to critical race and ethnic studies. 

I am currently working on several projects. My book manuscript—entitled Imperfect Knowledge: 
Chinese Art and American Power in the Transpaci�c Progressive Era—examines Chinese art 
collecting in the U.S. in the early 20th century as a contested process of knowledge production that 
bolstered ideas of American exceptionalism, even while it relied on transpaci�c circuits of labor and 
expertise. Additionally, I am writing an article about the Boy Scout movement in New York’s 
Chinatown, as well as a book chapter and on the role of colleges and universities in U.S.-China 
relations and Asian immigration in the long 19th century. 

My courses in AC and History will explore these themes. In the fall, I will teach Asian American 
History (ASIANPAM 314). In future semesters, I will o�er courses on U.S.-China relations, U.S. 
empire, American Orientalism, and the Paci�c World.

Outside of the o�ce and classroom, I co-host a podcast that interviews authors of new books in 
Asian American studies and am also an avid tennis player and cook.

 (Podcast site: newbooksnetwork.com/category/peoples-places/asian-american-studies/)

IAN SHIN

NANCY KHALIL

An anthropologist by training, I am excited to join the Arab and Muslim American Studies 
Program this fall.  From activist to chaplain to professor, for the past couple of decades, my 
research and life's work has been with the Muslim community in the United States and 
understanding what powers and forces are shaping both the community and the 
understanding of Islam.     

My forthcoming book is based on my dissertation research on the profession and 
professionalization of the imam, or Muslim cleric, in the United States.  �rough a study of 
imams’ lives and the processes and paths through which they are hired and authorized, the 
project depicts how politics, bureaucracy and community co-constitute religion as it takes 
local forms.   My next project begins with a trip to my past and combines my Bachelor's 
degree and work in advertising with my ethnographic training as an anthropologist to study 
how marketing (to) Muslims results from the collision of capitalism and the racialization of 
Islam.

I come to the University of Michigan's AMAS program through LSA's new Collegiate 
Postdoctoral Fellowship and will teach one class this year, the Introduction to Muslim 
American Studies, in the winter term.   AMAS is a pioneer program and the kinds of minds 
it attracts, as faculty and as students, has me excited at how my work and I will grow in such 
a vibrant and specialized space.  More broadly in the department outside of AMAS, I look 
forward to teaching methods courses, especially in ethnography.

JESSICA WALKER

Jessica Kenyatta Walker’s research bridges the �elds of African American material culture, 
Black feminist theory, food studies, and theories of space/place. Her current research project 
explores the genealogies of Black cultural products, like soul food, and how their 
articulations rely on complex �gurations and performances of Black womanhood, 
citizenship, nutrition, domesticity, and racial authenticity. She argues that soul food, like 
other cultural products, has always been contested and the project investigates how Black 
women’s kitchens have mediated these debates, in part by shaping what is deemed 
authentic. Jessica turns to images of Black women in kitchen spaces to argue that they do 
not just comfortably reproduce gendered and racial tropes, instead they also rede�ne and 
subvert the story of soul food and the people who consume it. �is interdisciplinary project 
takes seriously Black women in their kitchens by asking how their food and space-making 
practices critique stereotypical representations and craft new ways of seeing their culinary 
work as cultural work. �e project interrogates archival propaganda �lm, illustrations from 
Black lifestyle magazines, feature �lms, and cookbooks to demonstrate the pervasiveness 
and multiplicity of soul food’s representation in the American imagination. Her work has 
appeared in the Food and Foodways series at �e University of Arkansas Press, Routledge 
International Handbook of Food Studies, and Gastronomica: �e Journal of Critical Food 
Studies. Jessica was the 2015-16 Marilyn Yarbrough Dissertation/Teaching Fellow in 
Women’s and Gender Studies and American Studies at Kenyon College. She received her 
PhD in American Studies and a graduate certi�cate in Women’s Studies from �e 
University of Maryland, College Park.

SU’AD KHABEER

Su’ad is a scholar-artist-activist whose work examines the intersections of race, religion and 
popular culture. She is the author of Muslim Cool: Race, Religion and Hip Hop in the 
United States. She has a deep commitment to public scholarship and reaches diverse 
audiences through her one-woman solo performance, Sampled: Beats of Muslim Life and 
in her leadership of Sapelo Square: An Online Resource on Black Muslims in the Untied 
States.
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JOEL SIEGEL SCHOLARSHIP RICHARD MEISLER WRITING AWARD

Madison Jones

Kristina Perkins José Gómez 

Haleema Aquel 

�e Joel Siegel Scholarship, made possible through the generosity of the estate of Mr. Siegel, helps to 
provide support for students who demonstrate the potential for excellence in any program within 
the Department of American Culture and who have �nancial need.  �is year’s Joel Siegel Scholars 
are José Gómez and Haleema Aquel.

Haleema Aquel completed a major in American Culture and a 
minor in Arab and Muslim American Studies in 2018.  In addition 
to her stellar performance in her classes, Haleema has been a 
constant and remarkable presence on our campus and in our 
Department.  She conducted historical research on Arab American 
peddlers under the supervision of Professor Charlotte Karem 
Albrect, has been the Program Assistant in the Arab and Muslim 
American Studies Program, and has been a leader in many campus 
organizations and initiatives including the Islamaphobia Working 
Group and the Palestine Film Festival.  In addition to the Siegel 
Scholarship, Haleema also been awarded the Michigan Di�erence 
Student Leadership Award, the MLK Spirit Award, and the Univer-
sity’s Quiet In�uence Award.

José Gómez is from Southwest Detroit.  He completed his double 
Major in Latino/a Studies and Afro-American & African Studies in 
2018, while working part time as a Public Program Coordinator for 
the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History.  While 
at Michigan, he researched and produced a short documentary about 
Regla de Ocha, an Afro-Cuban spiritual practice, including inter-
views with practitioners in Detroit.  During one summer, he worked 
for the Kansas City Royals who sent him to the Dominican Republic 
to help introduce newly recruited baseball players to the language and 
culture of the United States.  While in the Dominican Republic, he 
took the opportunity to interview the players for his own research as 
well.  José plans to pursue a doctoral degree in Anthropology.

Madison Jones graduated with a degree in American Culture with High 
Honors as well as a second major in Communications and a minor in our 
Digital Studies Program.  �e Award Committee read a selection from her 
thesis, “We Must Secure the Existence of Our People.” In this work Madi-
son puts the classic theoretical literature on subculture in dialogue with 
more recent work on race and racism on the internet.  She then puts her 
own analytic powers to work, examining objects and images drawn from 
two internet subcultures: black twitter and the alt-right.  �e committee 
thought that Professor Meisler would have particularly enjoyed her account 
of #BlackHogwarts and her parsing of something called GIFT (Greater 
Inward F#%kwad �eory).  “�e GIFT theory,” she writes, “attempts to 
explain bigoted behavior online, arguing that a normal person plus the 
anonymity of the internet creates a f#%kwad. �is is particularly useful for 
understanding Alt-Right Twitter and possible concerns about privacy. �is 
theory is severely limited however in that it falls prey to technological deter-
minism, by putting blame solely on the internet” rather than holding indi-
viduals responsible for their behavior.

Kristina Perkins graduated with a double major in American Culture and 
Women’s Studies with a minor in writing.  �e Committee read her elegant 
short essay “Uses of the Cut-up: On (Re)Producing Collective Authorship.”  
�e piece begins: “It is a simple practice: take a well-worn book, one that 
has become creased alongside the recesses of your memory, and cut it. Chop 
it, slice it, rub the slivers of text between thumb and index �nger. Tear 
them, rearrange them, glue them. Reject the so-called blasphemy of book- 
cutting; embrace the liberation of dislocating words from the shackles of 
their contexts. �is, the somewhat purposeful, somewhat spontaneous 
splintering of an always already fragmented reality is how meaning is 
made.”  �e committee imagined that Professor Meisler would have been 
taken with the sensitive analysis that follows, an account of her own cutting 
and pasting of a poem by Audry Lourde, in which Perkins o�ers a feminist 
critique of the artistic possibilities and the ethical dilemmas of this 
“so-called blasphemy,” focusing especially on the consequences of cutting 
and pasting works by artists who inhabit marginalized identities.

Each year our department also presents two awards to undergraduates in any of our degree programs for 
excellence in writing.  �is prize is named the Richard Meisler Award, in memory of our dear colleague 
Richard Meisler, who served as undergraduate advisor in our department for more than a decade and 
who was both playful and deeply respectful of the ideas and commitments of our undergraduate students.  
�e 2018 Meisler Writing awardees are Madison Jones and Kristina Perkins.
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Congratulations American Culture Graduates!

Bachelor of American Culture

Bachelor of Latina/o Studies

Minor in American Culture

Minor in Arab and Muslim 
American Studies

Minor in Asian/Paci�c 
Islander American Studies

Minor in Digital Studies

Minor in Latina/o Studies

Minor in Native American 
Studies

Ph.D. in American Culture

Elizabeth Azevedo
Ella Bruining
Khoury Crenshaw
Adam Durudogan
Sydney Hutnik
Helen Joa
Madison Jones
John O'Korn
Ashley Olney
Nikki Penecale
Kristina Perkins
Andrea Sahouri
Tapara Simmons  Jr
Isaiah Zeavin-Moss

Dayle Maas

Madeline Apple
Matthew Bloom
Ashley Bock
Monica Davis
Heather Desino
Eleonore Edgell
Grant Groshek
Alexandra Hanania
Justin Hartline
Jenna Hayes
Melanie Holt
So�e Jacobs
Hyejin Lee
Kendall Lehmann
Ryan Levin
Maxwell McQuaid
Shelby Meyer
Hayley Mullen
Margaret  O'Connor

Olivia Horwedel

Ana Duperron-Sperling
Ricardo Engel
Lily Linares
Chelsea Vergiel

Nour Abughoush
Haleemah Aqel
Maya Dalack
Sena Duran
Marya Ghazzi
Emma Guarino
Julia Haidar
Mariam Hjaige
Nadia Karizat
Zachary Mettel
Talha Mirza
Muneeb Shaikh
Julia Sofo
Mohamad Zawahra

Austin Carter
Amrita Das
Sandhya Medapuram
Sungjee Ro
Darin Wong
Vanessa Wong

Adam Kucharczyk
Caitlin Leroux
Jordan Levy
Melony Malkin
Kate Marciniak
Alana McCloskey
Hayley Miller
Jennifer Miller
Stephanie Mustonen
Katherine Ortiz
James Pigott
Blake Pittman
Alexandra Potter
Connor Schram
Shawn Smith
Payton Solk
Jessica Swill
Kelly Tick
Alexandra Wieser
Adrienne Ziegelbauer

Garrett Felber
Jennifer S. Kwak
Katherine Lennard
Emily Mcgillivray
Marie Nitta

PHOTO BY:
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EVELYN ALSULTANY 
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Renee Armstrong
Kaela Azodi
Carly Bello�
Erin Blankstein
Taylor Bradburn
Marissa Butler
Devon Callaro
Carly Dineen-Gri�n
Ashley Gerstenblatt
Amanda Gilberg
Emily Glazer
Peri Gruenwedel
Allison Heimberg
Lauren Henson
Jennifer Hill
Sharanya Jayendraprasad
Emily Johanson
Madison Jones
Jessica Jung
Kennedy Kaufman
Stephanie Klokiw

Minor in Digital Studies cont.

Minor in American Culture
cont.
Charles Patterson
Aaron Smits
Alexandria Valdes
Yichen Wang
Mary Weipert
Sarah Wood
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Thank you, American 
Culture community, for 
your continued support!
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AMCULT WORK STUDY, 
SARAH JENG, TABLING AT 

DIGITAL STDUIES 
SYMPOSIUM 2018
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